Support, Shoot and Win Nike Cash Vouchers!

8 January 2014 to 29 January 2014
Support the NTU athletes, snap photos to capture the spirit of the games this IVP season, and win prizes!

1. Follow @NTUSpirit on Instagram and like facebook.com/NTUSpirit
2. Snap an original photo to capture the spirit of the games
3. Upload on Instagram and tag it with the hashtag #NTUSPIRIT

10 best entries will be selected at the end of the IVP season.
Each winner will get $80 Nike cash vouchers.

- This contest is open to all current NTU and NIE students
- Entries can be submitted from 8 January 2014 to 29 January 2014
- Results will be posted on 6 February 2014 on the NTU Spirit Facebook and Instagram.
- Winners will be contacted via a comment on their winning photo, to email the following to yxchen@ntu.edu.sg:
  a. Instagram ID
  b. Full Name
  c. Handphone number
  d. Matriculation Number
  e. Course and year of study

Winners have to email the above stated particulars to yxchen@ntu.edu.sg by 21 February 2014 2359hrs (GMT +8, Singapore Time). Prizes will be forfeited if email is not received.
1. The Instagram Photo Contest is open to all matriculated Nanyang Technological University (NTU) and National Institute of Education (NIE) students.

2. Entries to this contest can be submitted on Instagram from 8 January 2014 to 29 January 2014 2359hrs (GMT +8, Singapore Time).

3. Contestants are to follow NTUSpirit's Instagram (@NTUSPIRIT) and like facebook.com/NTUSpirit, snap a photo to capture the spirit of the games and upload their photo on Instagram with the hashtag #NTUSPIRIT.

4. Contestants must ensure that his/her Instagram account is not set to "Private" so that the photos can be viewed by the public.

5. Results will be posted on 6 February 2014 on the NTU Spirit Facebook page and Instagram. Compilation of winners’ photos will be posted on the NTU Spirit Facebook page and Instagram. Winners will be contacted via a comment on their winning photo, to email the following to yxchen@ntu.edu.sg:
   a. Instagram ID
   b. Full Name
   c. Handphone number
   d. Matriculation Number
   e. Course and year of study

6. Each winning entry is entitled to receive $80 Nike cash vouchers (in denominations of $20). Winners have to email the above stated particulars to yxchen@ntu.edu.sg to be contacted for redemption of prizes at the Sports & Recreation Centre general office. Emails received after 21 February 2014 2359hrs (GMT +8, Singapore Time) will not be entertained.

7. Winning entries are selected by staff of Sports & Recreation Centre, Nanyang Technological University. Decision of the Sports & Recreation Centre, Nanyang Technological University is final.

8. By participating in this photo contest, contestants consent Nanyang Technological University’s collection and use personal data stated above for the purposes of entering into this photo contest and related matters. Contestants understand that he/she may withdraw this consent in writing at any time except to the extent that action has been taken in reliance upon it.

9. Each contestant may submit multiple numbers of photos but each Instagram account is entitled to one (1) winning photo only.

10. Contestants should only submit entry using one Instagram account. Redemption of winning prize will be limited to one (1) winning entry if contestants have more than one winning entry due to usage of multiple Instagram accounts.

11. All images submitted must be the original work of the individual submitting them and must not have been published elsewhere or have won a prize in any other photographic competition. It is the responsibility of each contestant to ensure that any images they submit have been taken with the permission of the subject and warrant that the photograph they are submitting is their own work and that they own the copyright for it.

12. The contestant further warrants and represents that the photograph is not obscene, defamatory, or in breach of any applicable legislation or regulations.

13. Nanyang Technological University assumes no responsibility and liability for any error, omission, interruption, deletion, defect, or delay in operation or transmission; communications line failure; theft or destruction of or unauthorized access to contest entries or entry forms; or alteration of entries or entry forms. Nanyang Technological University is not responsible for any problems with or technical malfunction of any telephone network or lines, computer online systems, servers or providers, computer equipment, software, failure of any entry to be received on account of technical problems or traffic congestion on the Internet or at any website, human errors of any kind, or any combination thereof, including any injury or damage to contestants’ or any other persons’ computers, tablets or phone related to or resulting from participation, uploading or downloading of any materials related to in this Contest.

14. Terms & Conditions are subject to change without prior notice.